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‘On the same lines as those in England’: 

English influences on an Australian institution for people 
with learning disabilities 

 In 1892, Dr James McCreery described the establishment of Kew Cottages, 
Australia’s ‘first specialist institution’ for people with learning disability,TPD

1
DPT to a meeting of 

the Intercolonial Medical Congress of Australasia. McCreery, the Superintendent at Kew, 
explained to his audience that while there were some initial problems in recruiting suitable 
staff, the institution was fortunate to have obtained ‘a head-teacher who had been employed 
for eight years at the Royal Albert Institution in the north of England…and so we were able 
to start in the right direction’.TPD

2
DPT As his remark reveals, in nineteenth-century Australia 

institutional authorities often looked ‘home’ to Britain for knowledge about how best to treat 
people with learning disability. This paper begins to examine how English ideas and 
individuals influenced the establishment and early history of Kew Cottages. 

 Dr Edward Paley, Inspector of Asylums in Victoria (the Australian colony in which 
Kew Cottages were located), first proposed the creation of a separate institution for children 
with learning disability in 1875.TPD

3
DPT Paley immigrated to the colony from England in 1862, 

recruited by the government to superintend the colony’s first ‘lunatic’ asylum.TPD

4
DPT He made his 

suggestion for a separate institution only a few years after the establishment of several 
English ‘asylums’ for children with learning disability and he hoped the new Victorian 
institution might be modelled on them. This desire to establish ‘an institution for the care and 
training of feeble-minded children’ reflected the ‘positive optimism’ about the developmental 
potential of people with learning disability then prevalent.PD

5
DP However, it took until May 1887 

to establish such an institution successfully in Victoria. 

 Five years later, McCreery told the Medical Congress that: ‘A separate place for 
feeble-minded children was a new departure for Victoria, and it was determined to carry it 
on, as far as possible, on the same lines as those in England’. Two principles consequently 
governed its operation: the first limited admission to the institution to those with learning 
disability, the second dictated that it be worked ‘as a training school, in which the physical, 
mental and moral powers of the inmates would be developed’. Comparing family and 
institutional care, McCreery declared that ‘a training institution carried on like the Royal 
Albert, gives the best possible results’.TPD

6
DPT 

 That Kew Cottages could be ‘carried on like the Royal Albert’ was, as he explained, 
due to the good fortune of finding a Head Teacher with considerable experience at the 
English institution. The man he referred to was Theophilus J. Eastham, born in Lancashire, 
Preston in June 1850. Eastham began work at the Royal Albert in late 1872 or 1873 and 
remained for several years, working mostly as a ‘school-attendant’, before immigrating to the 
antipodean colonies in late 1879 or early 1880. Victoria’s asylum officials considered him 
eminently qualified by this experience to be the Head Teacher at their new institution and 
went to some lengths to ensure his appointment.TPD

7
DPT 

1 



 Comparisons between Kew and the English ‘asylums’ that inspired it suggest that it 
was, indeed, modelled on them to a considerable extent, very likely due in large part to 
Eastham’s influence.TPD

8
DPT The organisation of the schoolwork, for which he was entirely 

responsible, certainly resembled English teaching practices. In addition to instruction in 
reading, writing and arithmetic, the children received colour, clock and object lessons, as well 
as singing and drawing, all subjects taught in the ‘home’ asylums.TPD

9
DPT Some methods of 

instruction, such as the ‘cultivation’ of the senses by means of a weekly ‘shop lesson’, 
Eastham clearly introduced directly from the Royal Albert.TPD

10
DPT Some attempt was also made to 

organise classes according to the ability of pupils, as was the case in English institutions.TPD
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DPT 

Physical training, too, followed similar lines, McCreery explaining to the 1892 Congress that 
‘the means used…were the same as in English schools - light dumb-bells, marching in order, 
walking on ladder steps, general drill movements for the arms and body’.TPD

12
DPT Like its English 

counterparts, Kew Cottages also endeavoured to train the ‘habits and conduct’ of inmates. 
This ‘moral training’ encompassed the teaching of ‘cleanly habits … proper behaviour at 
meals and self-control’.TPD

13
DPT Finally, the occupations in which inmates found themselves 

employed - sewing, laundry and house work for the female patients; tailoring, mat making, 
basketwork and boot repair, as well as house, garden and farm work for the male residents - 
were also common in the ‘home’ institutions.TPD

14
DPT 

 While Victoria’s asylum officials strove to establish an institution for children with 
learning disabilities ‘on the same lines as those in England’, significant hurdles stood in the 
way of fully realising that ambition. Perhaps the most serious was their inability to control 
admissions. In 1900, McCreery declared that Victoria was unique in offering 
‘accommodation and training’ for all children with learning disability living in the colony and 
‘in this respect at least is in advance of other places’.TPD

15
DPT His claim made a virtue of necessity: 

unlike the ‘voluntary’ English institutions that inspired it, Kew, as a state institution, could 
not practice selective admission. The obligation to accept all for whom admittance was 
sought was thought by some to hamper Kew’s ‘usefulness’ as a training institution. Only a 
year after it opened, the Inspector suggested restricting entry to those children ‘offering some 
promise of being teachable’.TPD

16
DPT In 1902, McCreery reiterated his claim that Victoria’s 

‘provision’ for children with learning disability was ‘in advance of that made for similar 
cases in any part of the world’.TPD

17
DPT His assertions were seemingly a response to the 

government’s increasing scepticism about the institution’s efficacy. By 1903, government 
officials were refusing to increase expenditure at the institution, asking instead: ‘Cannot the 
staff of the Idiot Asylum be reduced without lessening efficiency. The school teaching does 
not appear to be attended with results that justify its continuance on the present scale’.TPD
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DPT 

 James McCreery retired in 1905, the Annual Report for that year praising his 
superintendence at the Cottages as ‘work of the highest humanity and utility. Two years later, 
on the recommendation of a new Inspector-General, the government abolished Eastham’s 
position as Head Teacher and he retired from government service due to ill health. That same 
year a severe typhoid epidemic in the Cottages saw the schoolroom converted into a 
makeshift isolation ward.TPD

19
DPT Despite sustained campaigning, formal schooling did not resume 

at Kew until 1929. These changes marked the end of the attempt to establish an ‘asylum’ for 
people with learning disability on the nineteenth-century English model, but they did not 
signify the waning of English influence on the institution and its inmates. The ideas about 
people with learning disability authorities drew from ‘home’ in the new century were, 
however, very different and would see the institution transformed.TPD
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